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Effective Field Approach to Phase Transitions And Some Applications to Ferroelectrics (World Scintific Lecture Notes in Physics)World Scientific Publishing, 2006


	The effective field approach to a phase transition, used by Pierre Weiss at

	the beginning of this century to describe theoretically ferromagnetic transitions

	in iron, nickel, and cobalt, is the second oldest (surpassed in this

	respect only by Van der Waals theory of liquid-vapor transitions) and certainly

	the simplest approach...
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Cooperative Extensions of the Bayesian Game (Series on Mathematical Economics and Game Theory)World Scientific Publishing, 2006

	Our collaboration on the research area, strategic cooperative game theory

	with asymmetric information, started around the spring of 2000, and

	progressed substantially from July 2001 through September 2002 when Ichiishi

	was visiting Hitotsubashi University (Yamazaki's affiliation). Through

	innumerable discussions during this...
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Distributed Search by Constrained Agents: Algorithms, Performance, CommunicationSpringer, 2007
Agent technology is evolving as a leading field of research connected to diverse areas such as A.I., E-commerce, robotics and information retrieval. Agents systems use reasoning and constraint-based reasoning that has a wide potential for representing multiple types of problems. A fundamental building block within all these areas is the ability to...
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Multiagent Robotic Systems (International Series on Computational Intelligence)CRC Press, 2001
Liu and Wu describe the major developments and technical issues related to learning, adaptation, and self-organization in multiagent robotic systems … the list of references is comprehensive … A good resource for researchers on robotic systems, which may serve as a course resource for graduate students.
-CHOICE     
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Cooperative Communications for Improved Wireless Network Transmission: Framework for Virtual Antenna Array Applications (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
Cooperative communications, an emerging research area spurring tremendous excitement within academia and industry, has experienced an increase in demands for wireless multimedia and interactive services in recent years.
Cooperative Communications for Improved Wireless Network Transmission: Framework for Virtual Antenna Array...
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The Definitive Guide to AdonisJs: Building Node.js Applications with JavaScriptApress, 2018

	
		Learn everything you need to master the AdonisJs framework, including topics such as interacting with a database, rendering templates, writing asynchronous code, and hosting sites with SSL. Along the way, you’ll see how to build a commerce application, which lists products and allows shoppers to register and purchase those...
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Springer Handbook of Mechanical EngineeringSpringer, 2009

	Mechanical engineering is a broad and complex field
	within the world of engineering and has close relations
	to many other fields. It is an important economic factor
	for all industrialized countries and the global market
	allows for wide international competition for products
	and processes in this field. To stay up to date with...
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AlbumCengage Learning, 2013

	This best-selling reader is designed to transition students from reading highly controlled elementary-level materials to appreciating authentic literature. Written primarily in the twentieth century by authors from Spain, Latin America, and the United States, the 31 short stories in ALBUM appear in order of increasing difficulty. Many...
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Digital Watermarking for Digital MediaInformation Science Publishing, 2005
Digital media, like audio, video, images, and other multimedia documents, can be protected against copyright infringements with invisible, integrated patterns. Such methods are based on steganography and digital watermarking techniques. Most watermarks are inserted as a plain-bit or adjusted digital signal using a key-based embedding algorithm. The...
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ActionScript for Multiplayer Games and Virtual WorldsNew Riders Publishing, 2009

	The demand for multiplayer games and virtual worlds has exploded over the last few years. Not only do companies want them for site stickiness through social networking, but developers have tremendous interest in exploring this niche area. While developing multiplayer content is challenging, it isn’t as difficult as you might think, and...
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Higher Creativity for Virtual Teams: Developing Platforms for Co-Creation (Premier Reference)IGI Global, 2007
Virtual teams constitute a relatively new knowledge area that has risen from two recent changes: the globalization of industry and markets, and advances in information communication technology tools. Continual technological advancement is set against a backdrop of international mergers, take-overs, and alliances, which invariably leads to more...
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Net Lessons: Web-Based Projects for Your ClassroomO'Reilly, 1997

	
		Net Lessons features 70 K-12 classroom-tested lesson plans that harness the unique potentials of the Web, plus hundreds of extensions and ideas for all subject areas. The book also provides curriculum frameworks for creating your own successful Web projects, assessment tools, and the advice of teachers who have used the Web in...
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